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ACCEPT ARE BACK!
The German kingpins of heavy metal will release their new, eagerly-awaited studio album via Nuclear Blast on January 15th 
2021. The ingenious title of the masterpiece is “Too Mean To Die”. 
Speaking of heavy metal kingpins, when ACCEPT first launched at the end of the 70s, the metal genre didn’t even exist - at 
first the band could only be labelled with the (quality) seal “crazy loud and crazy wild”. Today we know that this was (and is) 
metal par excellence. And we also know that ACCEPT opened the door to thrash metal, inspiring giants such as Metallica. Gui-
tarist Kirk Hammett recently stated in the German magazine “Gitarre & Bass”: “Wolf Hoffmann has a huge influence on me.“
 
ACCEPT, who once had their origins in the city of Solingen, a city of sound, have been a worldwide music phenomenon for 
more than 40 years. They still impress with razor-sharp guitar licks and a steel-hard sound. The band created all-time metal 
classics like “Balls To The Wall”, “Metal Heart” and many more.

Countless world tours and headline slots at the biggest, cutting-edge festivals cemented the band’s reputation as one of the best, 
hottest and loudest live acts ever. In addition, the band has sold millions of records, has achieved gold status in the USA, top 10 
chart positions worldwide and a number 1 album (Germany, Finland) for “Blind Rage” (2014).
 
Now with “Too Mean To Die” their 16th studio album is in the starting blocks - it is the fifth album that US vocalist and front 
man Mark Tornillo has put his incomparable vocal stamp on.
Recorded in the world music capital of Nashville (USA), ACCEPT’s music was once again produced by British master producer 
Andy Sneap, who is responsible for the mix. Sneap, who works for Judas Priest and Megadeth among others, has also been re-
sponsible for all ACCEPT productions since 2010. 

ACCEPT mastermind Wolf Hoffmann stated: “From the very beginning it was clear to us that we would start working with Andy 
again.“ No sooner said than done - the band and Mr. Sneap met in March of this year for their first studio recordings in Nash-
ville. What they couldn’t guess at the time was that a certain virus would suddenly turn the world upside down. 
Bitter consequences: After only two weeks in the studio - and facing the threat of a lockdown - the band and Mr. Sneap decided 
to interrupt the recording session abruptly. Hoffmann: “The risk that none of us would be able to return home at that time was 
simply too great.“

But ACCEPT have overcome many different challenges throughout their four decade long career - so the band gathered again 
in Nashville in July to continue working on the album. Only one person was missing: Andy Sneap. Hoffmann: “Andy couldn’t 
come from England, so we had to find an alternative way, which went like this: “Andy was sitting at his PC in England, and we re-
corded the songs and communicated with him online. He produced from a distance, so to speak. Amazingly, it worked better than we 
thought it would... Fortunately we had already recorded a large part of the songs before the break, so the experiment with Andy Sne-
ap working as remote producer worked well. 
Special circumstances often lead to very special albums. This is certainly true for “Too Mean To Die”, which of course alludes to 
the Corona period, although in a different way than one might assume. Hoffmann says: “It‘s to be expected that many musicians 
will address the Corona situation in their songs. There will certainly be slogans for cohesion, through which positive vibes should be 
spread, which is also good. But we have decided to not let ourselves be influenced by it. The fans will get a hard, direct and uncom-
promising metal album, but of course accompanied with a wink: We are too mean to die! Weeds do not go away! ACCEPT do not 
let themselves get down!”
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Wolf isn’t wrong - the title track is a classic ACCEPT cracker: dynamic and unwavering, turned up to eleven!
‘Zombie Apocalypse’, also relentless and hard, strikes the same note in the band’s signature style.
The first single - which will be released on October 2nd 2020 together with a remarkable video - is different. Titled ‘The Un-
dertaker’, it‘s a terrific midtempo number with great vocals and a built-in character that chugs along – certain to deliver some 
memorable live moments! According to Wolf Hoffmann it‘s one of the most catchy, pleasing pieces of the album. 
New to the band, and thus to be heard for the first time on an ACCEPT album, is Philip Shouse (Gene Simmons Band, among 
others). The US guitarist fights hot duels with Hoffmann, while Uwe Lulis makes the guitar trio perfect and provides the right 
rhythm. “Phil was part of our orchestra project and was also completely convincing live. We recognised his great talent immediately 
and simply didn’t let him go”, explains Hoffmann.
 
Just how varied the ACCEPT guitar trio performs on the new album is proven by one of the secret highlights: ‘The Best Is Yet 
To Come’ – a beguiling ballad in which Mark Tornillo is at his best. The metal world knows that Mark can scream like no 
other, but here it shows once again that the frontman can also sing magnificently. “Mark sang this, for us rather unusual song 
stunningly well. The fantastic thing about Mark is that he not only masters the typical metal screams, but can also sing melodically 
and beautifully. He proves this impressively in this song”, chief guitarist Hoffmann raves.
 
A singer with whom the characteristic string virtuoso imposed another “seal of approval” right at the beginning of their 2010 
collaboration with the milestone “Blood Of The Nations”, a seal of quality that is still going strong today. On “Too Mean To 
Die” the congenial duo Hoffmann and Tornillo present the highlight of their work so far. 
In addition, ACCEPT have strengthened their team even further with newcomers Martin Motnik (bass) and Philip Shouse (gui-
tar), thus forming an unbeatable team together with “Drum God” Christopher Williams and “Rhythm Master” Uwe Lulis. 
There’s no doubt that with “Too Mean To Die” ACCEPT are once again playing at the top of the Champions League of the 
genre. Wolf Hoffmann & Co. present the (music) world eleven masterpieces at the beginning of 2021 - eleven songs for eternity! 

ACCEPT: 
Wolf Hoffmann - guitar
Mark Tornillo - vocals
Uwe Lulis - guitar
Philip Shouse - guitar
Martin Motnik - bass 
Christopher Williams - drums 
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ACCEPT - THE UNDETAKER (OFFICIAL MUSIC VIDEO)

ACCEPT - SHADOW SOLDIERS - RESTLESS AND LIVE
OFFICIAL LIVE CLIP)

ACCEPT - SYMPHONY NO. 40 (OFFICIAL LIVE VIDEO)

CLICK TO WATCH

VIDEOS

ACCEPT - TEUTONIC TERROR (OFFICIAL MUSIC VIDEO)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XrjffjsR23g
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pStDVnp18Zk
https://youtu.be/DQy6npwdwsY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=req-oDf2ZRc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XrjffjsR23g
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XrjffjsR23g
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pStDVnp18Zk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=req-oDf2ZRc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=req-oDf2ZRc
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SYMPHONIC TERROR
- LIVE AT WACKEN 2017
Release date: November 23, 2018

THE RISE OF CHAOS
Release date: August 4, 2017

BLIND RAGE
Release date: August 15, 2014

STALINGRAD
Release date: April 6, 2012

BLOOD OF THE NATIONS
Release date: August 20, 2010

PREDATOR
Release date: January 15, 1996

DEATH ROW
Release date: October 1, 1994

OBJECTION OVERRULED
Release date: February 1, 1993

EAT THE HEAT
Release date: May 11, 1989

RUSSIAN ROULETTE
Release date: April 21, 1986

METAL HEART
Release date: March 4, 1985

BALLS TO THE WALL
Release date: December 5, 1983

RESTLESS AND WILD
Release date: October 2, 1982

BREAKER
Release date: March 16, 1981

I´M A REBEL
Release date: June 2, 1980

ACCEPT
Release date: January 16, 1979

TOO MEAN TO DIE
Release date: January 15, 2021

http://acceptworldwide.com/accept-discography/breaker/
http://acceptworldwide.com/accept-discography/restless-and-wild/
http://acceptworldwide.com/accept-discography/balls-to-the-wall/
http://acceptworldwide.com/accept-discography/metal-heart/
http://acceptworldwide.com/accept-discography/russian-roulette/
http://acceptworldwide.com/accept-discography/eat-the-heat/
http://acceptworldwide.com/accept-discography/objection-overruled/
http://acceptworldwide.com/accept-discography/death-row/
http://acceptworldwide.com/accept-discography/predator/
http://acceptworldwide.com/accept-discography/blood-of-the-nations/
http://acceptworldwide.com/accept-discography/stalingrad/
http://acceptworldwide.com/accept-discography/stalingrad/
http://acceptworldwide.com/accept-discography/blind-rage/
http://acceptworldwide.com/accept-discography/the-rise-of-chaos/
http://acceptworldwide.com/accept-discography/symphonic-terror-live-at-wacken/
http://acceptworldwide.com/accept-discography/im-a-rebel/
http://acceptworldwide.com/accept-discography/accept/
http://acceptworldwide.com/accept-discography/too-mean-to-die/
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LINKS

WWW.ACCEPTWORLDWIDE.COM

WWW.FACEBOOK.COM

WWW.YOUTUBE.COM

WWW.INSTAGRAM.COM

WWW.TWITTER.COM

VK.COM

NBLAST.DE/ACCEPTSP

NBLAST.DE/ACCEPTAM

NBLAST.DE/ACCEPTIT

CONTACT

ACCEPT MANAGEMENT 
Antje Lange: antje@continental-concerts.de

PUBLISHING & LEGAL AFFAIRS 
DEAF MUSIC, INC. 

Fred Hoock: fred@acceptworldwide.com

INTERNATIONAL BOOKING 
CONTINENTAL CONCERTS GMBH 

Gerald Wilkes: gerald@continental-concerts.de

BOOKING ASSISTANT & TOUR MARKETING 
Tobias May: tobias@continental-concerts.de

USA & CANADA BOOKING 
Mark Hyman: superbooking@aol.com

TOUR & PRODUCTION MANAGER 
Martin Loehr: martin@acceptworldwide.com

PUBLIC RELATIONS & PRESS (EUROPE) 
Markus Mueller: markus@acceptworldwide.com

DIGITAL & PRODUCT MANAGEMENT / WEB MASTER 
SURICATE MUSIC: suricatemusic.com 

Patrick Walch: patrick@acceptworldwide.com

INTERNATIONAL FAN RELATIONS 
Oystein Mangseth: oystein@acceptworldwide.com

http://acceptworldwide.com/
https://www.facebook.com/accepttheband/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCyhVxwsqif2_ATAHtTHn7zg
https://www.instagram.com/acceptworldwide/
https://twitter.com/accepttheband
https://vk.com/acceptofficial
http://nblast.de/AcceptSP
http://nblast.de/AcceptAM
http://nblast.de/AcceptIT
http://nblast.de/AcceptSP
https://twitter.com/accepttheband
http://nblast.de/AcceptAM
https://www.instagram.com/acceptworldwide/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCyhVxwsqif2_ATAHtTHn7zg
https://vk.com/acceptofficial
https://www.facebook.com/accepttheband/
http://nblast.de/AcceptIT
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